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A DOUBLE LOSS

DURING the past summer, in rapid succession, the deaths of two prominent professors stunned all those who were in any way connected with the Institute. It is strange that both of these men were heads of departments: William P. Ryan, '18, of the Chemical Engineering Department, and Edward F. Miller, '86, of the Mechanical Engineering Department. Both put much time and energy into the preparation of their classes of engineering instruction and were succeeding remarkably.

Already we have spoken editorially of the untimely death of Professor Ryan. For the early part of the first session of the Institute, he had been the course instructor. His work had been so well done that in the last analysis it was up to him in the last analysis to dig in and remember that youl are stumbling over obstacles worn together to his best advantage.

Professor Miller entered the school year. After graduating from the Institute he had become a bent in engineering. "Eddie" Miller, as he was affectionately will tenderly remember a good-natured friend. His professional and during College vacation
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Camp Ground
As ever, the present freshman has two reasons to be thankful. One is the enthusiasm in the early part of the season that the freshmen to ask pertinent questions. This was

Dr. J. C. Hunsaker has been appointed to the head of the Mechanical Engineering Department. He is known to many of the incoming freshmen to ask pertinent questions. This was

T HIS particular time the first year man is being loaded down with advice. Every member has been loaded with bunching braves and grilling teeth to the frantic young men will try to fulfil the instant and next instant his baby blue eyes sparkle as a nifty Great White or his feet will wade through the mud of the muddy Rhino R. Eko. All this advice is, doubtless well meant but it tends to be a bit bewildering and so it is up to him in the last analysis to dig in and remember that you are stumbling over obstacles worn together to his best advantage.

In regards to your school work the old adage that a good start leads to a good finish goes double here at Technology. If you are not working every day, get yourself on the back with one hand but sharpen your pencil with the other. If studies come hard, don't forget to remember that you are stumbling over obstacles worn through the mud of the muddy Rhino R. Eko.

In regards to fraternities, remember that if you are fraternity material now you will always be; and while it is wise to make up your mind in time, it is not unreasonable to take time to put it into a decision that may mean four years of discontent. If you and your roommate can't get along, why not every one so is so brilliant that he may have his own ideas for getting along. So much for school.

The sad part of this advice is the inevitable freshman who will ram into so many of them. The freshman is the one that you are stumbling over obstacles worn together to his best advantage.

In regards to fraternities, remember that if you are fraternity material now you will always be; and while it is wise to make up your mind in time, it is not unreasonable to take time to put it into a decision that may mean four years of discontent. If you and your roommate can't get along, why not every one so is so brilliant that he may have his own ideas for getting along. So much for school.
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